
Y8:  Illustration/ Tim Burton

Contextual understanding/ show understanding of 
different moods of an illustration
(A01)

Exploration of materials (AO2) 
Record ideas and observations (AO3)



Y8:  Tim Burton Illustration

Present a personal response (AO4) 
demonstrating:
• Understanding of Tim Burton imagery/ 

Composition, and Mood(AO1)
• Control of materials (AO2)
(full range of tones, ability to blend)
• Understanding of colour theory (AO1)

W.E.L.L



GCSE assessment objectives

• AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical 
understanding of sources.

• AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting 
with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

• AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as 
work progresses.

• AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises 
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.



Line A path left by a moving point such as a 

horizontal or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create 

a different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, 

shapes, colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the 

colour wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Illustration a picture illustrating a book, newspaper, film 

ideas etc

Mood The feeling or emotion that is created by an 

artwork, eg Happy, sad, etc

I can… Tick if 

achieved

Draw accurately , using a light sketch

Describe the mood of a piece of artwork

Use colour and markmaking to influence the mood of my work

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Create a landscape in the style of my chosen artist eg Tim Burton

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Demonstrate control of materials 

Follow instructions to improve my work

AssessmentKey Words

Homework  - Every 2 weeks approx
1 – Draw a Tim Burton character illustration
2 – Draw a Tim Burton illustration landscape
3 – Draw an illustration from Alice in Wonderland
4 – Research Tim Burton.  Find information about him and his work
Extension  - describe a Tim Burton picture using content form process 
mood



WWW Comments

Draw accurately , using a light sketch

Describe the mood of a piece of artwork

Use colour and markmaking to influence the mood of my work

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Create a landscape in the style of my chosen artist eg Tim Burton

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Demonstrate control of materials 

Follow instructions to improve my work

EBI Comments

Draw accurately , using a light sketch

Describe the mood of a piece of artwork

Use colour and markmaking to influence the mood of my work

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Create a landscape in the style of my chosen artist eg Tim Burton

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Demonstrate control of materials 

Follow instructions to improve my work

Tim Burton/ Illustration Project  Additional Comments
I have achieved

Deep

Secure

Developing

Emerging

Limited



Y8:  Natural Forms/ Sealife

Exploration of materials (AO2) 
Record ideas and observations 
(AO3) (using grid method where 
relevant)
Exploration of markmaking 
techniques



Present a personal response (AO4) 
demonstrating:W.E.L.L

Limited

Emerging

Developing

Secure

Deep

Use of different colours

Neat edges
Smooth blending
Range of tones and colour

Lots of different textures
Layers of colour

Y8:  Natural Forms/ Sealife



GCSE assessment objectives

• AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical 
understanding of sources.

• AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting 
with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

• AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as 
work progresses.

• AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises 
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.



Line A path left by a moving point such as a 

horizontal or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork through 

different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create 

a different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, 

shapes, colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the 

colour wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Mood The feeling or emotion that is created by an 

artwork, eg Happy, sad, etc

I can… Tick if 

achieved

Draw accurately , using a light sketch (using grid method where relevant)

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly with pencil

Blend tones and colours smoothly with paint

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Follow instructions to improve my work

AssessmentKey Words

Homework  - Every 2 weeks approx
1 – Draw a Tim Burton character illustration
2 – Draw a Tim Burton illustration landscape
3 – Draw an illustration from Alice in Wonderland
4 – Research Tim Burton.  Find information about him and his work
Extension  - describe a Tim Burton picture using content form process 
mood



EBI Comments

Draw accurately , using a light sketch (using grid method where relevant)

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly with pencil

Blend tones and colours smoothly with paint

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Follow instructions to improve my work

Natural forms/ sealife Additional Comments
I have achieved

Deep

Secure

Developing

Emerging

Limited

WWW Comments

Draw accurately , using a light sketch (using grid method where relevant)

Experiment with my materials to create lots of different marks and textures

Blend tones and colours smoothly with pencil

Blend tones and colours smoothly with paint

Apply a full range of tones, from very dark to very light

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Include detail in my drawing

Follow instructions to improve my work



Y8:  Portraits
Suggested artists:  Chuck close (for HA), Manga/ Anima, Leonardo Da Vinci
Part 1 – Title page W.E.L.L  

Contextual 
understanding 
(A01)
Exploration of 
materials (AO2) 
Record ideas and 
observations 
(AO3)

Part 2 W.E.L.L – Demonstrate an 
understanding of proportion

Record ideas and observations 
(AO3)
Develop ideas (AO2)



Y8:  Portraits
Suggested artists:  Chuck close (for HA), Manga/ Anima, Leonardo Da Vinci
Part 3 – Demonstrate an understanding of how 
eyes create an expression
W.E.L.L  Exploration of 

materials (AO2) 
Record ideas and 
observations 
(AO3)

Present a personal response (AO4) 
demonstrating
Understanding of DOTD imagery/ Composition 
(AO1)
Control of materials (AO2)
Understanding of colour theory (AO1)



GCSE assessment objectives

• AO1: Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical 
understanding of sources.

• AO2: Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting 
with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

• AO3: Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as 
work progresses.

• AO4: Present a personal and meaningful response that realises 
intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.



Line A path left by a moving point such as a 

horizontal or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork 

through different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create 

a different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, 

shapes, colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the 

colour wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Primary colours Red blue and yellow.  These colours cannot be 

mixed

Secondary colours The result of missing two primary colours 

together

Mood The feeling or emotion that is created by an 

artwork, eg Happy, sad, etc

I can… Tick if achieved

Draw accurately , using a grid method where appropriate

Draw using a light sketch 

Demonstrate an understanding of proportion

Blend tones smoothly with pencil

Apply a full range of tones

Blend colours with pencil

Blend colours with watercolour

Create a portrait in the style of my chosen artist eg Manga

Mix and apply skin colour with paint

Mix and apply a range of tones using paint

Show an understanding of colour harmony

Control of materials (paint / pencil)

Follow instructions to improve my work

AssessmentKey Words

Homework  - Every 2 weeks approx
Draw a close up of an eye

Draw a manga portrait of your choice

Draw an example of portraiture by Van gogh

Draw an example of portraiture by Picasso

Draw an example of portraiture by Edvard Munch

Draw a portrait of somebody you know or a celebrity.  Ensure you use a 
detailed photograph

Turn your drawing from last week into a Manga image



Y8:  World Art
Suggested theme: Day of the Dead
What Excellent Looks Like:

Observational drawing (A03)
Exploration of materials (AO2) 

Development of ideas (AO2) 
Present a response informed by 
contextual sources, in this case 
Day of the Dead (AO1)

Present a personal response (AO4) demonstrating
Understanding of DOTD imagery/ Composition (AO1)
Control of materials (AO2)
Understanding of colour theory (AO1)



Line A path left by a moving point such as a 

horizontal or curved mark

Sketch Drawing using lots of lines and pressing lightly

Tone The lightness or darkness of something

Texture You can create textures in your artwork 

through different markmaking

Markmaking Using your materials in different ways to create 

a different effect

Pattern A design that is created by repeating lines, 

shapes, colours or tones

Colour Harmony Colours that are next to each other on the 

colour wheel

Blending Gradually changing from one colour or tone to 

another

Composition An arrangement of shapes, patterns, lines or 

colours to make an artwork

Primary colours Red blue and yellow.  These colours cannot be 

mixed

Secondary colours The result of missing two primary colours 

together

I can… Tick if achieved

Draw accurately 

Draw using a light sketch 

Blend tones smoothly

Apply a full range of tones

Blend colours with coloured pencil

Blend colours smoothly with watercolours

Show an understanding of colour harmony
Create a composition informed by Day of the Dead imagery

Control of materials (paint / pencil)

Follow instructions to improve my work

Assessment

Key Words

Homework  - Every 2 weeks

1 – Create a title page for your project “The Day of the Dead” (AO2)

2 – Draw a character from the film Coco – include colour and / or tones 
(AO1/3)

3 – Draw a “close up” of a human bone (search online for pictures).  Add 
a full range of tones

4 – Create a Powerpoint about the Day of the Dead, explaining:
What is it
Why is it celebrated
Where is it celebrated
What are some of traditions
Be prepared to share this in class

5 – Draw a realistic DOTD portrait

6 – Draw a “dancing skeletons” image.  Add colour and/or tone in 
materials of your choice


